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Candidates should answer in their own words 
and adhere to the word limit as practicable. 

All symbols are of usual significance. 

1. Answer any five questions from the following: 2x5 10 

(a) What do you mean by product class? 

(b) What is meant by argument form'? Give one example. 

(c) Symbolize the following: 

) p. only if q. 

p, q. 

(ii) p is the sufficient condition of q. 

(d) What is the negation of a contingent statement form? Give reason for your 
answer. 

(e) Translate the following sentence into Boolean notation and then express it in 
terms of Venn diagram: 

All who are educated are not liberal 

() Why is truth tree method called a decision procedure?

(g) What is Indirect Proof (I.P.)? 
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(h) If A4, B, C are false statements and X, Y, Z are true statements, then which of the 

following are true? 
3iR 4, B, C e1 5 RX, Y, Z 7 757 , DR ARoea x CBTAO 

i) {[4>(B»C)]={(A B)C]}>{(Y>B)»(C>Z) 

(ii)~[(B.~C)v(Y.-Z)]-[(-CvX)v(Bv-YI} 
) Do all categorical propositions have 'existential impor? 

) What is propositional function? Give an example of it. 

Answer any two questions from the following: 5x2 10 

(a) What are the differences between material equivalence and logical equivalence? 5 

(b) Deternmine whether the following statement forms are tautologous, self 
contradictory or contingent by means of truth table. 242 

) Ip>(q>p)]>l(q>q)-(rar)] 

(ii) [(p 4)>r]=[p>(qar)] 
(c) Supposing that 1 and O propositions have existential import, how much of the 

traditional square of opposition will remain? Explain. 

(d) Use the method of Indirect Proof (L.P.) to verify that the following satement is a 

tautology. 

I(4B) A]>B 

Answer any two questions from the following 152 30 

5+5 3. (a) Test the validity of the following arguments by Venn diagram indicating the 
mood and figure of each of them: 

) Some children are not considerate, because all children are self-centered and 
no self-centered person is considerate. 

(ii) Only teachers were present in the seminar. Some scholars were present in the 

seminar. So, some scholars are teacher. 
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ge far (b) Test the validity of the following argument by truth table method: 

IBRARY 

UvW) 
(VW)5~U 
~U 

4. (a) Determine whether the following statement is tautologous by using truth-tree method: 

4(B->C)>I(A>B)>(4>C)] 
4+4 b) Use truth tree method to test the validity of the following argument: 

i)4B 

AB 
(i) We shall fish if it rains and swim if it does not. Therefore, we shall fish or 

swim. 

(c) Use truth tree method to determine whether the following propositions are 
consistent: 

A>C, B-C, -4, -A>-C 

5x3 155 Construct formal proof of validity of any three from the following arguments 
(Do not use C.P. or I.P.): 

5. 

i) Jv(J-K) 
JsL 

LJ)=J 

(ii) (Rv s)>(T-U) 
R(VB~V) 
T 

(i) G/:.Hv~H 

(iv) If either Socrates was happily married or else he wasn't, then Socrates was a 

great philosopher. Therefore, Socrates was a great philosopher. 
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3. 6. (a) Use the method of conditional proof to verify that the following is tautology. 

(4B)D[4(4-B)] 
(b) Use the method of Conditional Proof to prove the validity of the following: 

J(K®~N) 
(M N)N 
0(M N) /:. J>({K>-0) 

4 (c) Use the method of Indirect Proof to prove the validity of the following argument: 

AD(B:C) 

(BvD)E 
DvAl:E 

(d) Prove the invalidity of any one of the following arguments by the method of 
assigning truth values. 

4 

G) M>(NvO) 

N(PvQ) 
QR 
(RvP):, ~M 

(i) If John is intelligent and studies hard, then he will get good grade and will 
pass the examination. If John studies hard but is not intelligent, then his effort 
will be appreciated; and if his effort is appreciated then he will pass the 
examination. If John is intelligent he will study hard. So, John will pass the 
examination. 
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